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Abstract. In the research project THESEUS MEDICO we aim at a
system combining medical image information with semantic background
knowledge from ontologies to give clinicians fully cross-modal access to
biomedical image repositories. Therefore joint efforts have to be made in
more than one dimension: Object detection processes have to be speci-
fied in which an abstraction is performed starting from low-level image
features across landmark detection utilizing abstract domain knowledge
up to high-level object recognition. We propose a system based on a
client-server extension of the scientific workflow platform Kepler that as-
sists the collaboration of medical experts and computer scientists during
development and parameter learning.

1 Introduction

Rapid advances in imaging technology have dramatically increased the amount
of medical image data generated every day (e.g., University Hospital of Erlangen,
Germany has approx. 150,000 medical examinations producing 13 TB per year).
This data is produced in different modalities such as CT, MRI, ultrasound and
PET/CT which each have their own characteristics.

In recent years great improvements have been made in object recognition
on medical images [1]. However, they have not yet resulted in more flexible or
generic image understanding techniques. Instead, the analysis methods are still
very object specific and difficult to scale across different applications (e.g. [2]).
Consequently, current image search is still dependent on the manual and subjec-
tive association of keywords to images. On the other side there are declarative
representations of medical knowledge in formal ontologies like the foundational
model of anatomy (FMA) [3].

Our approach aims to integrate existing pattern recognition algorithms with
formal ontologies. The benefit of this integration is twofold: Firstly, ontologies are
used to improve the image analysis through checking the output from the pattern
recognition algorithms for their medical consistency. Secondly, the mapping of
images to concepts in an ontology allows semantic and cross-modal information
retrieval. We propose to use a scientific workflow engine to make the complex-
ity of our approach tractable and aid the collaboration of medical experts and
computer scientists.
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2 Materials and Methods

As presented in [4] we seek a deep fusion of sub-symbolic pattern recognition
algorithms and domain knowledge represented in formal ontologies. We aim to
eventually allow a fully automatic image segmentation and semantic annotation.

The adoption of domain knowledge from ontologies like the FMA (we rely
on the OWL [5] version by [6]) has great potentials. It allows iterative processes
of interaction between purely sub-symbolic pattern recognition algorithms and
reasoners like Pellet [7] based on these ontologies.

To give an example: In the first step a couple of pattern matching algorithms
is applied to a particular image. They output a list of detected objects. The
domain knowledge can be used in conjunction with a reasoner to rule out results
like a ventricle and a knee joint next to each other on the same image since this
combination is anatomical nonsense.

On the other hand, the adoption of formal ontologies entails a higher complex-
ity of the object recognition processes which makes them harder to develop, ad-
just and maintain. Fig. 1 shows our proposal for a system that has sub-symbolic
feature extractors above the “controller” which operate on bit vector represen-
tations of the images. They are complemented by high-level object recognition
algorithms and a reasoner interfacing medical ontologies and knowledge bases to
provide the system with domain knowledge. The input in form of plain images
is fed in from the left. The output is twofold: low-level features are returned
to be saved in a database for content based image retrieval (CBIR) based on
visual similarity like in [8]. Concepts are returned which map image regions to
corresponding concepts in the ontology to support retrieval based on semantic
similarity. This technique allows to answer a query for the “heart” with images
from various modalities which can look different from each other but all contain
information about the heart.

When a medical expert performs object recognition for an image, e.g. to
detect lymph nodes in a CT volume data set, he follows an implicit process

Fig. 1. Integration of feature extraction and background knowledge
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consisting of several steps. Throughout this document we will use the term“pro-
cess” to describe sequences of steps that have to be performed to reach a certain
goal while a “workflow” is a formalization of such a process to be processed by a
computer. Our architecture aims to make such workflows explicit and implement
them (to a reasonable extent) in the controller component. It coordinates the
feature extractors, interacts with the domain knowledge base (represented by
reasoner and ontology) and directs data streams.

Therefore we base our framework on the open-source scientific workflow plat-
form Kepler [9]. It is based on Ptolemy II, a system for heterogeneous, concur-
rent modeling and design developed at UC Berkeley. In Kepler, workflows can be
designed following a 100% visual programming principle which allows medical
experts with non or slight programming skills to design workflows and execute
them remotely on a high-performance Grid-computing system.

3 Results

Fig. 2 shows a screenshot of our client/server extension to the Kepler system
with a sample workflow for the detection of lymph nodes. Starting from the
image reader the Generic Shape Detector performs a first preprocessing of the
image. The output of this actor is passed to the Body/Non-Body Border De-
tection to separate the image into body and non-body regions. In parallel the
Anatomical Shape Detector tries to select those shapes which are likely to be-
long to anatomical structures. Based on these shapes, a vertebrae detection is
performed that tries to detect a vertebra as a landmark. Based on this data the
reasoner searches the anatomical ontology for possible locations of lymph nodes.
A resulting list of image region is subsequently processed by the Lymph Node
Detector Grid. The results of this grid are checked for anatomical consistency.
Anatomically unlikely or impossible location combinations are passed back to
the Lymph Node Detector Grid to be checked again.

4 Discussion

Visual Representation

We believe that a formal and visual representation of the processes has benefits
for all involved persons. As discussed above, the knowledge transfer from the
medical experts into computers is a complicated problem. Our system addresses
this fact by aiding the collaboration of medical experts and computer scientists.
The clear visual representation is of substantial help when it comes to model-
ing complex processes. Misunderstandings between both groups can be detected
easier, since the workflow is presented visually right right after it is modeled and
even before it is executed for the first time.
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Separation of Workflows from Application Logic

To our knowledge, all approaches which integrate symbolic and sub-symbolic
techniques fuse them into monolithic applications. These approaches work well
for particular tasks (e.g. [10]) but make maintenance and reusability difficult and
do not scale for other object recognition tasks. Our proposed workflows have a
greater maintainability since they are no longer hard-coded into the application
code but are modifiable remotely, via a graphical user interface. Additionally, this
architecture supports the distribution and coordination of a complex architecture
of remote services independent of hardware platform and physical location. This
is a great benefit, since it allows to perform data intensive calculations near to
where the data is stored. The Kepler platform has also built-in support for the
distribution of multiple tasks over a battery of equal webservices. This feature
allows to parallelize long running computing across several machines easily.

Support for Parameter Learning

For medical image analysis often object recognition algorithms are used which
incorporate inductive learning. They require a set of labeled samples compiled by
medical experts who annotate image regions with particular descriptions. These
descriptions can be used to train the inductive algorithm. Usually, the train-
ing phase of the classifier includes tweaking various parameters. This parameter
adjustment has to be repeated several times, is time consuming and requires

Fig. 2. Screenshot of the interface
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human interaction. Apart from the object recognition workflows our system also
supports the visual modeling of the processes which train and evaluate the clas-
sifiers. It even allows parameter tweaking for workflows containing multiple data
preprocessing steps with additional parameters.

Current State and Next Steps

Currently, our implementation of the system architecture is based on an ex-
tension of the search engine Lucene1 and the Lucene Image Retrieval Image
Retrieval (LIRE) library.2 Among our next steps are the integration of a rea-
sonable number of existing object recognition algorithms and the definition of
workflows which connect these algorithms to proceed towards a generic image
understanding.
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